AIRplus® Dispenser System
Space-Saving and Productive – Ergonomic Air Cushion Production with the AIRplus® Dispenser

**ERGONOMIC AND EFFICIENT**
The AIRplus® Dispenser system is the first choice for efficient and ergonomic processes in packaging logistics: it supports and centralizes the process of filling boxes with air cushions, thus increasing productivity and reducing space requirements.

**USER-FRIENDLY AND VERSATILE**
User-friendly operation guarantees ergonomic work: the air cushion strip is simple to thread, while the AIRplus® Dispenser system dispenses air cushions at the press of a button or on demand – and thanks to comfort perforation film, these can be detached with just one hand. The AIRplus® Dispenser system offers the optimal solution for every application and is available in three variations: Basic, Advanced, and Premium.

In the Basic version of the AIRplus® Dispenser system, you can dispense as many air cushions as desired simply at the press of a button. The Advanced variation also allows you to define the number of cushions in advance and, thanks to the overwrite function, adapt this number to meet current requirements at any time. With the practical on-demand function, the system automatically dispenses additional cushions once the air cushion strip has been detached. The Premium variation enables control of the full system as well as operation with adjustable fast-access buttons via touchscreen display.

**An Overview of the Dispenser System Benefits**
- More productive processes with higher degree of automation
- Compact system for optimal use of space
- Ergonomic air cushion production based on requirements
- Processes AIRplus® Void air cushions with varying dimensions
- Versatile - thanks to three system variations
- Practical accessories for individual system control

Roller conveyor not included.